GIANT GAMES

12' Giant Foosball w/ interior lighting $805

Giant Pool Hockey $1,200

Giant Connect 4 $375

Giant Pool Table $695

Giant Jenga $75

Fresh Ideas. Meticulous Planning. Intentionally Designed Events.
GIANT GAMES

Giant Balloon Darts
$395

Giant Beer Pong
$295

Giant Yardzee (4-Player)
$895

Giant PLINKO
$495

Giant Magnetic Checkers (dbl-sided)
$995
CLASSIC ARCADE GAMES

$250 ea.

Galaga
Joust
Space Invaders
Multi-Game

X-Men
Ms. Pac Man
Mario Bros.

Mortal Combat
TRON
Centipede
Dig Dug

Donkey Kong
Moon Patrol
Pac Man
Frogger

Fresh Ideas. Meticulous Planning. Intentionally Designed Events.
ARCADE GAMES

Big Buck Hunter HD w/ 40" screen $425

Pac Man Battle Royal $585

Golden Tee 2017 w/ 40" screen $425

Guitar Hero $875

4-Player Ice Ball Skee Ball 1,675

EventBoss

Fresh Ideas. Meticulous Planning. Intentionally Designed Events.
Gaming Tables $50/ea.
Beer Pong Table $175
Ping Pong $375
Football Toss $75
Corn Hole Toss $75/set
*Add $50 for branding
Corn holes available in natural wood or white

Digital Jukebox $475
TouchTunes Jukebox
Includes:
- MUR computer
- Bose Amp
- with built in subwoofer
- Internal speakers

Vertical Bean Bag Toss $375/set

Fresh Ideas. Meticulous Planning. Intentionally Designed Events.
Apple 2.0 Photo Booth
- 4x6 Photos
- Color Photo Strips
- Black & White Photo Strips
- Fun Borders
- Holiday Borders
- Face Replacements
- Hair Styles
- Passport Style Photos
- Social Media Integration
- Email Capable
- Facebook
- Twitter
- Instagram
- $995 (3-hours)

Face Place Deluxe Photo Booth
- Simple Touchscreen Navigation - No Buttons!
- Can Post Pics & Videos to Social Media or Email!
- Photo Strips Vends In Just 15 Seconds - FAST!
- Captures All Photos on USB Drive For External Use!
- 4th Frame Bonus Feature - add your company logo, special event announcement, advertisement, custom message or promotion details to every photo strip!
- Photobooth Exterior can be customized with special colors, corporate logos, advertising messages, etc!
- $1,200 (3-hours)

Event 1st
Fresh Ideas. Meticulous Planning. Intentionally Designed Events.
WE LOOK FORWARD TO
HEARING FROM YOU

info@eventlab.net
952.224.8558
eventlab.net